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n LAPAJ+ is reusable, non-aggressive restraint equipment, designed especially for a fast and safe restraint of people with disruptive and 
dangerous behavior.

There is a variety of different restraining devices in the fi eld of Security. Generally, a variety of handcuffs is used, such as wrist- or 
thumb-cuffs, gyves and shackles. Nowadays, the the so-called disposable plastic handcuffs are used to constrain any movement on 
wrist or ankle. The actual application of handcuffs is very often complicated. It requires considerable skills, strength and many times 
martial art techniques.

The restraining device LAPAJ+ was developed for people with minimal strength (such as cabin crew members, no martial art background 
etc.) to assist  them to restrain an aggressor by fi xing his hands in a safe position close to the body. The device can tie up a person directly 
to different types of seats in vehicles. Moreover, it can be used to facilitate the application of other types of cuffs as well. Furthermore, it 
signifi cantly increases the effi ciency of handcuffi ng and the safety of the apprehending persons.

Usage
The way to use LAPAJ+ is absolutely simple. LAPAJ+ was constructed to allow the application over the shoulders and arms on a 
standing or sitting person that needs to be restricted in movement. After putting it over the body, pull apart both handles with a brisk 
movement. This ensures a reduction in the radius of the toothed belt around the person’s body so that the movement of the upper body 
is completely eliminated. Then the apprehending person can pass the tightening grip underneath the seat of a vehicle and fi x the carbine 
perpendicularly to the toothed belt. This serves as an additional fi xation to the seat in any vehicle. For convenience, LAPAJ+ is equipped 
with a standard handcuff locking mechanism.

Application
Police escort vehicles * Aircraft * Ambulances * Receptions of Hospitals * Psychiatric Hospitals * Rehabilitation Centers * Trains  

* Short-term Rehabilitation Centers for people  with mental disorders * Front desks of Protected institutions * Other safety-sensitive 
environment .

Properties of LAPAJ+ equipment

          * Resistence strength more than 200kg                                 * Operating temperature: -40°C to +85°C
          * Reinforced belt with two fi berglass lines                              * Meets the UL 94V-2 fl ammability standard
          * Extreme break resistance                                                      * Increased resistance to UV radiation
          * Increased resistance to weathering

LAPAJ+ is protected by the intellectual property law.
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   LAPAJ+ user manual for restraining and demonstration purposes

                 

       COMPONENTS:  
       plastic toothed belt (1)
        front  handle (2)
        rear handle (3)
        carabine (4) and key 

BEFORE APPLICATION: grasp LAPAJ+ with one hand on the handle nr. 2 (Fig. 1), the thumb of the other hand put  through over the 
toothed belt and connect it with the index fi nger into the loop (Fig. 2) and then smoothly pull both hands apart. This creates a loop (Fig. 
3) and LAPAJ+ is ready to used.

BASIC USE: Pull LAPAJ+ over the head and shoulders (Fig.4-7), when reaching the elbow level tighten the toothed belt loop towards 
you, grasp the handle no. 2 and using a contrary move pull the handles apart. The belt loop tightens and both elbows of an aggressor 
are immediately restrained to the body or to any hard backrest (e.g. vehicle seat). Afterwards complete the action by using metal 
handcuffs, etc.

UNLOCKING: Insert the key into the hole in handle No.1 and turn it. This releases the lock and the  loop will loosen up. LAPAJ+ can be 
adjusted or removed as needed according to the situation.

MAINTENANCE: If LAPAJ+ device becomes dirty, clean it with water or sanitize by any conventional means for plastic material.

CAUTION: Pelta Ltd. is not responsible for the use of LAPAJ+ in any way contrary to local laws and regulations.
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 in any way contrary to local laws and regulations.
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